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SAMIZDAT
COMPE T I T ION or COOPERAT ION
Of publications a s e volving species,
bet ween idealism (1) and ideology (2)*
* when reading the subtitles, the reader will detect a
clear hesitation towards a title. Perhaps these sections
are in competition for autonomy more than they are in
cooperation. If this is the case, the reader should receive
these sections indiscriminately or at distinct periods.
The following text exposes possible relations between
models developed in the practice of publishing, in biology, sociology and economics, considering the evolution of species/specimens and the logics of natural
selection; it also acknowledges the impact of the act of
publishing in the molecular constitution of the evolution and circulation of ideas, while recognizing it as one
of the most enduring processes to the consolidation of
the cultural DNA – able to survive environmental aggression of a creative practice which is also a business
trade and an industry. Every time one more book on or
about self-publishing is edited, the concerns just described inevitably become urgent. More than a “writing
style”, here, self-publishing is understood as an “operative style” or an “action style” (De Certeau, 1984). Operating according to these principles, we will elaborate
a theory of evolution for the processes of self-editing,
accomplished by both cooperation and competition.
Other motivation for undertaking this text is
clear. We aim to place self-publishing between idealism
and ideology, between the premise which tends to the
philosophical and acknowledges itself along with all the
potential (or impossibility) of ideal; and a thesis on the
critical discourse in design.
We will analyze how the previous standpoints
explain this publication as cause/effect of the Samizdat workshop – between pamphlet and codex, between
individual publications and collective publication, between multiplied object and unique example. From this
moment, we must deepen the reasoning.

(1) Idealism: Philosophical system that enhances
and ascertains the value of the idea. Tendency to
the ideal. Reverie.
This explains why we can take publication as a
basis for an idea of design, the designer as an idealist,
but also self-publishing as a reverie – if we
single-handedly consider design as an instrumental
process of communication and self-publishing as
an escape to the everyday role of design as a service.
(2) Ideology: Science of the constitution of ideas;
treaty on the intellectual faculties; set of ideas, of
thoughts, of doctrines or visions of the world of an
individual or of a group oriented towards its social
and, above all, political actions.
Pending between Science or Treaty, in its critical sense
Ideology can also be perceived as an instrument to the
“deformation of reality”. Napoleon points Destutt De
Tracy, which introduces the term ideology in his work
“Project d’Élements d’Idéologie” (1796), as an
“ideologist” or a “reality deformer”.
On the other hand, Karl Marx develops a theory in
which he conceives it as a fake conscience, delivered
by the division between manual work and intellectual
work. It was in the context of that division that
emerged the ideologists or intellectuals that would
come to operate in favor of the authority of certain
social classes by means of ideas capable to deform the
understanding of how relations of production occur.
Thus, this concept of ideology as false conscience
would generate the inversion or camouflage of reality
to the interests of the dominant class.
Contrary to these ideas, finding in self-publishing
an ideology means most of the time to renounce the
perks of the division between manual work and
intellectual work.

random order

1
Competition – Cooperation
A	Species – Specimens – Copies
B	Between Vanguard and System
C	Between Editorial concerns and Workshop
D	Circulation
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species – specimens – Copies’ e volu tion
and t he requ i red metaphor
Darwin/Kropotkin
“There’s a general notion that man is man’s wolf, whereupon political, social, and pedagogical doctrines have
been based – this, without having tried to ascertain if
that hostility is natural or merely a byproduct of purely
external circumstances and, if the contrary notion, that
of union, of collaboration, of cooperation, isn’t superior
to it. (…) a superficial and thoughtless adoption of Darwin’s doctrine of the “struggle for life”, the deepest impression that the unpleasant act always leaves in comparison to the tone of almost indifference of that which
has helped us and has been beneficial – all contributed
to the reinforcement of the prejudice of human malice
as well as to help build the practical or theoretical structures needed by all of those who could have any interest
in such a notion (…)”
Agostinho da Silva in “Cooperatives”, 1942 (from
the original version “Cooperativas”)
Agostinho da Silva stands before Darwin’s heritage (the survival of the fittest, man as man’s wolf)
and finds alternative social paths in the assertions of
cooperation and community. Through his words we
comprise philosophy, biology, social organization and
ideology. Richard Dawkins (1976), another avid reader
of Darwin, tells us that what distinguishes the human
species is culture and that its transmission is analogous
to genetic transmission, given that, even though it’s
basically conservative, it originates, from time to time,
new forms of evolution.
From these testimonies we start arranging our
thesis – taking publication as a species, regulating it
to the principles of evolution, and with all this, building an allegory to the natural selection of ideas and of
forms. Accordingly, if each book is a species (with its
own ecosystem) there will also be food chains immediately constituted – reference systems to be consumed.
Books as cultural forces that sometimes cooperate, and
other times compete for existence and/or survival.
But is independent publishing under the same
laws that regulate the evolutionary forces of nature?
If so, we’re certainly missing the history of its genealogy (via Darwin or Kropotkin, competition or cooperation). Standing before the observation of the phenomenon, we can emphasize that this is, always, a history
of ideologies. To this effect, Darwin and Kropotkin are
key authors, and also, in this text, fundamental evidence to the logics of intersection or contamination in
and among biology, social and economic theories, and
also culture.
Let us start by Darwin (1809-1882), the founder
of the theories of natural selection and evolution. Despite being successively misinterpreted, the theories of
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Darwin would always be marked by the concept of
competition – survival is only permitted to the strongest species. This “survival of the fittest” would apply
to any species, including the human (again, “man as
man’s wolf”). The dominant concepts are those of predation and unconscious search of the strongest DNA
through the logics of reproduction.
When theories are resilient, as species are, we
can immediately discern the migration of their original context to other contexts seemingly strange to their
propagation. From biology, Darwin’s theories migrated
to sociology, and to economics, and, from hence, to the
logics of production. Let us take as an example Huxley’s
Social Darwinism theories, which find in the natural
law and in “the struggle for survival” a core rhetoric to
the defense of capitalist theories. The “survival of the
fittest” as a way of natural selection, likewise defines
the levels of success and social adaptation. Taking both
science and nature in a perverse way, as amoral and neutral factors, the manifestations of misery or poverty are
then seen as natural social laws of population control
and of their assets. According to Evolutionary Economics – which adopts several different names and shares a
great deal of characteristics with neo-liberal theories –
economy is seen as a complex interdependency system,
and competition as a fundamental factor of progress
and growth. According to Schumpeter, fundamental
author in the development of this theory, Evolutionary Economics brings about a confrontation between
the macro-economic balance (the regular state of economic affairs) and the incessant request for innovation
– which disrupts the normal flow of economy by forcing the existing technologies and means of production
to abandon its stable positions in the system.
On the other hand, we see mechanisms to impose
routine as a model of growth – just like companies who
share market sectors use the same recipe for success –
and simultaneously, the constant creation of a system
of variations – markets are one of these channels and
crisis one of its most powerful agents.
If the theories of Darwin stand more than anything to justify other sciences and ideologies, Kropotkin (1842-1921) doesn’t likewise point out major distinctions between society and nature. His biography illustrates his claims to the abolition of professional specialization theories and the coexistence of plural models. The “anarchist prince” was a zoologist, a researcher
of evolutionary theories, an activist (one of the most
well-known anarchists), a philosopher, an economist,
a writer, a scientist and a geographer. He appealed to
the construction of a society free from central governments, which should be replaced by the voluntary as-
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sociation of workers. He was a frequent writer of pamphlets, which he considered to be one of the best examples for democratization and free circulation of ideas. In
all the several domains of knowledge into which he got
involved, Kropotkin opposed to any central structures
of power and control. In the text “Mutual Aid: A Factor of Evolution” (1902), Kropotkin structures several
of his theories; describes ways of cooperation observed
in the animal world and several types of social cooperation in the history of Man and comes to the following
conclusion: if Man is a social being, it is because he realizes that he can only survive and evolve with the aid of
community structures (3).
Kropotkin frequently resorts to analogies between class struggle and species struggle, so that he can
find reasons for the abolition of competition, favoring
the logics of symbiosis and cooperation.
In the book “The Conquest of Bread” (1892) he
proposes an economic theory based on mutual trades,
in a system of voluntary cooperation. According to his
work, society will only be able to balance its systems
of social, cultural and industrial production when it
can develop an alternative system for the distribution
of wealth. He argues for local economic models, structured in the self-sufficiency of countries – a point that
today, with the apparent failure of the model of the European Union seems to make even more sense.
He points out the fallacies in feudal or capitalist
economic systems and of their interest in the maintenance of poverty and shortage of some, to sustain the
hegemony or power of others. Comparatively to the
models of organization in nature, the matter of overpopulation isn’t the cause but the result of the control
of the production systems and of its agents – perpetrated for the maintenance of the status quo. He vigorously
challenges one of Nature’s prime functions in the selection of species – which Darwin describes as “the natural
checks to over-multiplication”.
Allow us, to further our reasoning here, towards
the construction of a possible theory of self-publishing
based on the laws of the evolution of the species. It
seems to be also in this natural law of survival that we
find a strong reason for the phenomenon of self-publishing – the natural control of the excess of reproduction or multiplication. The conventional structures of
editorial productions impose very high edition minimums that, in their turn, demand an economical infrastructure that only survives through profit – the more
editions, more profit, and more material accumulation.
On the other hand, this also means more surplus, more
charges, more complex the editorial structure and its
bureaucracy has to be – storage, distribution to name
only a few of the instances. And so, isn’t it in this control of multiplication that we find one of the conditions
for self-publishing, and therefore, the survival of independent editorial projects?

(3) “In the animal world we have seen that the vast
majority of species live in societies, and that they
find in association the best arms for the struggle for
life: understood, of course, in its wide Darwinian
sense – not as a struggle for the sheer means of
existence, but as a struggle against all natural
conditions unfavourable to the species. The animal
species, in which individual struggle has been reduced
to its narrowest limits, and the practice of mutual aid
has attained the greatest development, are invariably
the most numerous, the most prosperous, and the
most open to further progress. The mutual protection
which is obtained in this case, the possibility of
attaining old age and of accumulating experience,
the higher intellectual development, and the further
growth of sociable habits, secure the maintenance
of the species, its extension, and its further
progressive evolution. The unsociable species,
on the contrary, are doomed to decay.”
Kropotkin in “Mutual Aid: A Factor of Evolution”, 1902
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In fact, it’s not hard to note that graphic expression
is contaminated by the means and contingencies of production – the fanzines in photocopy, the new publications in the mimeographic processes, appear to be generated from a common expressive and ideological genealogy. The subjects developed derive in the construction of a language, in a sort of subliminal identity brand
between productions, means and different authors.
Far from the standpoints of supposed neutrality, we’ve tried to prove that science is also and only a
construction of viewpoint, a fundamental reason for
the consolidation of ideologies. Today, observations
reveal that, competition and cooperation exist simultaneously in the different species. On the contrary, and
against determinist readings, we understand that both
these theories, Darwin’s and Kropotkin’s, don’t compete – attentive reader of Darwin, Kropotkin seeks only
to correct the determinist and capitalist tendencies that
perceive competition as the only instrument for evolution and survival. If competition is carried on through
defining and verifying the chief identity characteristics
– “my ego is superior to yours” – in cooperation identity fades and is replaced by a different social notion of
collective. If competition emphasizes the notions of authority, order and superiority, cooperation admits that
the result of the sum of the parts is always better. We
can find both ideas in the contemporary phenomenon
of self-publishing.

C I RC L E of l i fe —” M a n is b ut a wor m” (1 8 8 1)

We now intend to further the approach of the
theories of Kropotkin to the logics of self-production.
In his text, “Brain Work and Manual Work” (1890), he
states a few of the most objective reasons – without
metaphors or deviations – for the independent contexts
of production, by opposing the usual distinctions between manual work and cerebral work. As a voice that
aligns to that of William Morris, when he finds in the
proximity to the effective means of manual production
one of the biggest stimuli to creation, Kropotkin traces
the history of manual and cerebral work and describes
some of the paradigmatic authors who rejected this division – Galileo who built his own telescopes, Newton
and Leibniz, masters in the handling of all kinds of tools
for the construction of ingenious machines. According
to these consensual geniuses, manual work wasn’t an
obstacle to abstract investigations, but quite the contrary – it favored its progress. Later on, under the pretext of
the division of work we’ve abruptly separated the intellectual worker from the workman and from the manual
worker. Kropotkin recognizes the need for specialization of knowledge, but understands that this should
come naturally from a first generic understanding that
places manual work and intellectual work, science and
crafts, in equality. Instead of a “technical education” he
argues for the need of an “integrated education” built
upon the fading of this fallible distinction. So he then
proposes a pedagogical model: “Through the eyes and
the hand to the brain – that is the true principle of economy of time in teaching”. In this supposed economy of
time, the ultimate purpose of school isn’t the creation
of the specialist from the beginning of its education,
but above all, the understanding of the main elements
of knowledge and of the good methods of work, by considering beautiful the form as much as the content. And
to further his reasons, he returns to Darwin and to his
scientific process as counter-examples. He describes
how Darwin took thirty years compiling, analyzing and
checking his data and theory. If he had believed in a society that doesn’t base itself on individual merit, or in
lonesome genius, he could have seen his theory evolve
rapidly, through the logics of collective knowledge,
where test and refutation could arise naturally, step by
step. Lastly, he comes to the conclusion that the separation between manual work and science implies the
decadence of both. The division of work was created by
a system anxious to condemn the masses to a hard, daily
and precarious work, without interruptions or contemplations. As an alternative, Kropotkin proposes creation by self-means, which distances itself from profit as
a measure of success and provides the structures with
sustainability.
From Kropotkin’s lesson we perceive pleasure of
production and accessibility of the means as capital dynamos for creation, and we assume the importance of
the subject as experience, form, message and language.
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tr ee s of l i fe —P aul R ic c iu s ( 15 1 6 ) , K ir c her ( 1 6 5 2 ) , C h a rle s B on net ( 1 745 ) , Er n st H ae c kel ( 1 8 7 9 ) , C h a rle s D a r win (1 8 59 )
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bet ween t he Vanguard
and t he System:
Self -publishing a s an ecosystem
or “ home to li ve in”
We start by identifying a species with several names:
self-edited, author’s edition, independent, experimental, peripheral or at the periphery, self-made, underground, alternative, self-published, small press,
D.I.Y (Do It Yourself). These names, even though distinct, seem to admit a common genealogy, consisting
simultaneously of proud filiation and generational
confront ation, ready for the movements of vanguard
– always between break with the system and its sheltering afterwards.
Facing uncertainty in naming this phenomenon
we resort to metaphors. In the theories of evolution and
origin of species we’ve found compatible formulations
with the development of self-publishing. Between idealism and ideology, between competition and cooperation, which are the species/specimens that can survive?
Which are the specimens that compete decisively to the
construction of knowledge, to the maintenance of a cultural DNA or “memes – the selfish gene” (4) and which
are those that can’t survive the logics of circulation, reception and transformation of ideas? If, as in science,
we wish to first test the hypothesis in the laboratory,
we will start by questioning the bordering territories
of a black and white knowledge. Just as it happens in
biology, in culture transformation processes are slow
and logics of ubiquitous citation similar to the factors,
sometimes difficult to trace, of the evolution of the species and its natural selection. The confirmation of the
result is slow, the transformation is almost imperceptible; we confirm that what endures isn’t always what had
previously showed the greater vitality (5).
We can take most manifestations of self-publishing as political or ideological acts, which defy systems
of representation, display and circulation of the artistic
production. As a consented and desired niche, the independent publication is therefore a reserve that, solely by
the fact that it’s done and it’s available to another, questions Order, Systems of Value and legitimacy of Art. E.
M. de Melo e Castro in the text “Vanguards in Twentieth Century Portuguese Poetry” (1980) tells us that “If
there was an artistic ideology – and Adorno says art is
in itself ideology – and if that ideology manifests itself
from the refereed parameters – novelty, periphery, freedom – then we’ll say that the ideological competence of
the poetic vanguards is the questioning of the conjectural policy to obtain a new structuring of the social”.
Hence, it is precisely between novelty, periphery and
freedom that we recognize the part of the self-called
independent publications in the consolidation of the
critical, experimental, laboratorial or vanguard design –
publication as the advanced-guard of design.
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(4) The idea discussed here it’s not an original one.
From all the analogies put forth concerning DNA
and culture we emphasize the theory “memes”
as molecules of replication or diffusion of culture,
from Richard Dawkins (1976):
“Most of what is unusual about man can be summed
up in one word: ‘culture’. I use the word not in its
snobbish sense, but as a scientist uses it. Cultural
transmission is analogous to genetic transmission
in that, although basically conservative, it can give
rise to a form of evolution.”
(5) “That to which we call ‘small press’ is actually very
often the great printing. Futurism, Dadaism and others
were ‘small’. From the first half of the century these
are the editions that endured. And the rest... pfff...”
Henri Chopin, declaration in the catalogue
“Text-Sound-Image, Small Press Festival”, 1976
(6) Between Me and Us: “The author is not absent
in this book. (…) For that purpose we must place
ourselves in the only possible point of view: our own.”
E. M. de Melo e Castro in “Vanguards in Twentieth
Century Portuguese Poetry”, 1980 (from the original
version “As Vanguardas na Poesia Portuguesa do
Século Vinte”)
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Standing by the peripheries, the vanguards make
it imperative to analyze individuation in the history
of ideas, of knowledge and of literature, in the history
of philosophy and science. These are species that survive because they deliberately step away from their
expectable ecosystems. The individual, the author,
and the personal expression, are fundamental agents
in the vanguards that, nonetheless, recognizing their
military origin, aim for the collective (6). The publication is also another element of socialization beyond
socialism – there is a shared idea of democratizing art
from the book – which demands authorship and simultaneously, community. Authorship is then faced
not as the genius, isolated work of an individual, but
as immaterial value that disseminates in an almost subliminal manner – in which cultural genes or influences
circulate not allowing us to determine accurately their
laws – and, that, therefore, through the organic migration of ideas, builds a community, a context of sharing.
Andrew Murphie (2008) in the text “Ghosted Publics”
defines this phenomenon as ‘unacknowledged collectivity’, meanwhile identifying the phenomenon of expansion and infinite citation among the various agents
of independent publishing. Either by competition or
through cooperation, acts are cyclically motivated by
citation, sampling, mixing. All the various “ecological” contaminations by fading the traditional borders
between writing and reading are promptly observable.
Editing is now focused on a recursive and generative
net of events, in translation, in circulation, in migration and in contamination of ideas and specimens. In
this way, we’re faced with some resonances of this collective that is unaware of itself, in the more traditional
sense of the term, and nonetheless acknowledges itself
as a group that shares affinities; just as in the evolution
of species, the individuals don’t know each other, don’t
share the same contexts of formation or origin, and
still make their way to a common sense of evolution,
in a molecular revolution synchronous and permanent.
Just as it happens in biology, these phenomena polarize
the copies that exist or are still to come, in a slow process of “genetic” transformation. And once again, as it
happens in the science of ecosystems, the most important question is whether the species should be planted
in an evolutionary balance or whether they should simply be left to undergo the contradictions/ tribulations/
imbalances of the regular contamination of ideas and
its supposed circuit or market.
To publish by self-motivation, implies, along with
the previous circumstances, questioning determined
(or deterministic) roles between manual and intellectual, authorial and administrative work. Some paradigms are denied – the author writes, the editor recognizes the value of the text and polishes its intentions,
the publisher finds the strategies of implementation
in an editorial or commercial circle, the designer gives

shape to content, the printer prints and gives the book
its final material form, the distributor dispatches the
book to circulation and the bookseller sells. Despite all
this, and particularly in the design area, we frequently
find the overlapping of the roles of the author of the text
and of the author of the image (Kinross 2007).
Independent structures are usually local structures of a small scale with a tendency to assume experimental discourses and ideologies. Regardless of this,
today independency demands interdependency, in a
filiation that is above all ideological. Max Schumann
(1992) states that all art independent publishing is political, given that they deal decisively with production
and circulation, and, in this sense, with the regulation
of ideas at bay from the dominant capitalist culture. It
always comprehends managing a balance – or an imbalance – between minor structures and mainstream.
If primarily the emphasis is ascribed to the matter of
competition, personal or self-expression is in most cases repressed by the norms and conventions of a dominant culture. This culture shelters itself in the weight
of its structures in order to stop individual action. By
antagonizing, through all the means possible, these actions intended to generate inaction, the independent
publication seeks to build structures that aid the viability of self-expression and force social, political and
economic commitments.
It’s this alternative expression that builds and
shapes new types of culture, against the authoritative
determinism of the conventional structures, against
the ruling of the law of the strongest. If we seek an
antithesis to this thesis, we can examine the phenomenon of self-publishing as a kind of degenerate species
– a species that, from time to time, acquires expression
in the number of specimens and variations, while it
conquers legitimacy in the market or in the commercial circuit. Instead of isolating itself, this variable
builds a system of alternative value and finds its own
processes of institutionalization so it can also blend in
with the standard system of value. Thus, independent
and mainstream can then be considered parallel vectors that admit and demand tangential movements
or positions – as cooperating species, symbiotic. The
micro-economies “wink” at the macro-economies
and follow their options, look for their errors and the
niches that channel possibilities. On the other hand,
the mainstream frequently assimilates underground
or subversive options. Therefore, the main and only
difference seems to be a matter of scale (and all the inescapable effects that come with it). An independent
circuit of publishing struggles to survive, to have minimal sustenance without ambitioning profit; this implies an exchange of distinctive genders/values. These
sometimes impalpable, immaterial logics are the possible trades of a community that doesn’t know itself.
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SAMIZDAT — bet ween editor ial
concerns and work shop.
Practical consequences of t his
comple x (or unnecessary) t heory
{Or, as all is summed up in this publication,
between volume and pamphlet,
between competition and cooperation}
By intersecting manual and intellectual work with
the theories of evolution, we’ll find in the means of
production powerful agents for the maintenance of
hereditary principles – nevertheless ubiquitous or
subliminal. The proximity to the means of production is the decisive strategy that allows the distinction between manual and intellectual work, between
workshop and studio, to fade.
The methodology of the Samizdat workshop
took these principles as the fundamental basis of any
work in self-publishing. From the intense critical discussions we went on to a reflexive production that demanded the immediate approximation to the means of
printing – mimeography, serigraphy, photocopying.
The production in this workshop – and this publication as well – sought also to be a contribution to
revising the theories that oppose competition and
cooperation, individual and collective, codex and
pamphlet. It is a palimpsest of characters (Darwin and
Kropotkin) and of objects (volume and volumes) more
than it is a palimpsest of texts. Starting with seven
self-reflexive themes the experience allowed the development of individual publications and collective
contributions. The individual publications were personal and subjective, as a monologue, and placed each
participant face to face with the dilemmas of production. The collective contributions were the equivalent
of a dialogue, and forced consensus before the themes.
Through monologue we come to this documentpublication, a contribution to the analysis or research
of the self-publishing context through the compilation of the workshop processes. If the workshop is
the cause that triggers critical production, this publication is its retarded effect – a study or intuitive discourse not made to the standard consensus, that cares
more about the blind spot of objects or the leftovers
of the undertakings of science (Adorno 1958).
To this functional difference, there’s an underlying difference of times. The workshop is ephemeral, built on everyday situations, in real time; it’s a
generator of content that immediately questions the
method that was adopted; a dynamo that constantly
reformulates the processes, like a continuous and extensive lecture with several speakers. The publication
is perennial – or at least, that is what’s desirable – fruit
of sedimentation; it is materialized through one of the
biggest banners of that permanence: the codex/book.
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It is limited and confined, a synthesis that implies
observation, and forces another time of production,
of reading and interpreting. Thus, the workshop is
a temporal matter that immediately originates production in a “just in time” context, as a field for experimentation and guidance, because it offers context, agents, conditions and accomplices. It is also a
“battle field” populated by contradictions and discussions. It builds community because it establishes
common ground, and also confrontation. As a public
action it prepares the publication.
Both workshop and publication investigate
publ ishing as process and ideology and not just as the
creation, publication and distribution of content. All
in all, the workshop is a time of compound or resonance, it’s the context that feeds the contents and the
edit orial guidance of publishing – competition/cooperation – but also that defines its process.
In this publication, to the scale of the works
(individual publications, collective contributions),
there’s a corresponding position. The collective contributions are fitted directly into the publication, fulfilling or equating its framework, cooperating with
the volume, completing it, bestowing its meaning.
The individual contributions, as pamphlets ready to
spread message, assume authorial, editorial and artefactual autonomy. As instrument of the diffusion
of ideas or critical ideals and as ephemeral literature,
once again between ideology and idealism, the pamphlet settles its ground in the edges of conventional
publications. Mined by different subjectivities, it is
individual publication that accomplishes the duality
cooperation/competition and questions the reception of this publication as closed volume, as unique
or final synthesis. It is individual publication that
individualizes the book – each volume of “Samizdat”
delivers about five pamphlets or individual publications, randomly selected. However, the volume is
also a carrier of pamphlets that, probably, would not
circulate. In other terms, the coherence or authority
of the book, legitimates the individual voices.
Thus, we’ve tried to introduce competition and
cooperation not as contrary theories, but as qualities
that inhabit the same volume/specimen.

SAMIZDAT

T HE E VOLU T ION OF K ROP O T K I N ’ S S P E C I M EN S
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CIRCULAT ION – t he survi val of t he
species demands it s migration.
Temporary and incipient conclusion
“The definition of the artistic activity occurs, first of all,
in the field of distribution.”
Marcel Broodthaers apud Price 2002
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In these workshops we’ve found accomplices,
both participants and interlocutors. To name a few: the
publishing house Braço de Ferro (Isabel Carvalho, Pedro Nora), Mário Moura, as well as all the people present in the Open Session that greatly contributed to the
drive of the public discussion of this project.
Between idealism and ideology, more importantly than the model – books, conferences, performances,
exhibits – there’s, here and forever, a prevailing sense
of community that nowadays compounds the act of
publishing. “Because if you’re going to say something,
you might as well be heard, otherwise you are talking
to yourself.” (And 1992). We hope that the reception
of this(these) volume(s) reciprocates the welcoming of
one more accomplice.

A F T ER DE AT H — D a r w in , K r op otk in

We understand this publication as a place for the
development of critical postures in design and in selfpublishing, whereon through the pages of the same volume and of the individual publications, evidence develops. Born from the discussion and contributions of the
participants of the Samizdat workshop, this publication
arises as a possible manifestation of the critical practices in self-publishing and as an essay; when it reaches
the typical circuits of distribution/circulation, it will
enable, once again, the discourse to discussion.
We believe that the context of a publication exists further beyond the value of the book. We support
the following idea: “Perhaps it is time to study the discourses not only for their expressive value or for their
formal transformations, but in the genres of its existence; the modes of circulation, of valuing, of attribution, of appropriation of the discourses vary with each
culture and interchange themselves within each one
(...)” (Foucault 1983). It is in the movement of distribution – chain of intermediaries that takes the product to
the consumer – that the circuits and contexts are found,
and above all, where the ideal reader is recognized. As
an intense romantic vision – idealism again – the book
and its reception form a link between author and reader, built by a game of tensions that results in the comprehension of publication as a ground for affection or
encounter. And it is also the book (or codex) that best
individualizes the ecosystem of reading, in a direct and
intimate relation between author and reader.
Past this recurrent want for the ideal reader, we
aim to present this publication as one “long letter to
friends”, an idea later converted in the proverb “books
make friends” that also makes sense here as an example
of the logic of migration of ideas from Jean-Paul to Martin Heidegger to Peter Sloterdijk to Christopher Keller.
More than a document of a moment and of an ideological standpoint, this publication is a record of possible
complicities, and the shape of a pretense community,
despite recognizing itself as inclined to autophagy –
feeding itself with its own content.
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